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Details of Visit:

Author: wildwilly
Location 2: My Place
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 8 Aug 2010 21.30
Duration of Visit: 2 hours
Amount Paid: 300
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Company: Pazazz Escorts
Website: http://www.pazazz-escorts.co.uk
Phone: 07512182028
Phone: 07908114253

The Premises:

My place so perfect!  

The Lady:

Well what a refeshing surprise, a lady that looks better in the flesh than her photos. 5' 8" tall,
blonde, leggy with a lovely bum and a face that just lights up when she smiles and a delight to be
with.

The Story:

Was surprised the door bell rang and the beautiful Kate arrived - instant captivation! Shared a
coffee and a general chat - discovered we had much in common including the same birthday. Kate
is very open she basically loves sex and that comes our really early on - she is also bright,
intelligent, educated and in a professional occupation too.

After a chat we headed off to the bedroom and Kate departed to the bathroom to put on the
black/pink outfit that's on the website - and reappeared looking good enought to eat.

Had a chat about likes and dislikes - sexual preferences and soon discovered that long, slow and
deep suited us both. Kate is an expert at oral (and loves the taste of a man's cock - her words not
mine) and clearly loves a man to go down on her - she was soon really soggy.

She rubbed some massage oil on me and then slipped a rubber on (of the ribbed variety) and rode
me cowgirl style - the I took her from behind - she is so tall that we were both standing and then
exploded missionary style.

Cleaned up and sat chatting with another coffee - just excellent, felt like an evening with an old
girlfriend rather than escort.  
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